Wood End Academy teaches children from 7 to 11 years old. Their teaching

in stimulating and creative and encourages their children to continue their

education outside of school and become lifelong learners. Teachers work

with the children to ignite an interest in the world around them, and for that
interest to lead fulfilling and imaginative lives.
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Wood End Academy wanted to replace
existing traditional projector based
technology. Teachers had used SMART
whiteboards and wanted to be able to
use their existing resources if possible
when moving to the new technology.

Vivid, bright front of class IBT interactive
displays replaced the projector screen
eliminating the need to darken the
classroom to view content. Students
engaged
with
the
touchscreen
technology and found it easy to use.
The IBT software (Hive) with pens, tools
and mini apps allows teachers to open
SMART .notebook files with all the
layering intact so teachers could use their
existing smart resources with all the
animations on new state-of-the-art
technology. The ability to open SMART
files without installing the native software
also saved the school money in software
subscription fees.
As part of the solution,
training was
provided so
that teachers
could make
full use of
the new
interactive and
collaborative
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photos, favourite YouTube and
other videos, and all kinds of
information on the screen.

We moved from our old interactive
whiteboards to IBT interactive
displays as staff were finding the
quality of the projectors not to a
good standard and children were
finding it difficult to read the boards.
Since we have used IBT technology
we have found them to be far
clearer and easier to use. The
children and staff love them!
The software bundled with the
interactive display is extremely
intuitive and we found our teachers
can start using it straight-away,
which enhances the learning in the
classroom. We have lots of files
from other software which we are
able to open seamlessly on the IBT
interactive display.
We rolled out IBT interactive
displays across the school when the
projector based interactive boards
failed and will recommend IBT to
other schools who are looking to
upgrade their technology.
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Our Partners work with us to deliver IBT solutions with knowledgeable reassuring
installations.
Installation services can include removing old whiteboard technology.
There are several mounting options available for IBT interactive displays; from fixed
wall mounts, adjustable height wall mounts and manual and motorised floor stands.
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Why not request an online demonstration:
EMAIL: INFO@DISCOVERIBT.COM
OR CALL: +44 (0) 113 323 4360

British technology brand IBT is leading the way in
manufacturing complete touch solutions; superb

interactive displays and software perfect for a wide range
of applications in the Education, Business, Corporate and
Healthcare sectors.
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